Coastal grazing with Ponies
Extracts from Nibblers online discussion group
Dear All,
We are currently preparing management recommendations for a coastal ASSI - sand dunes, species rich dry
grassland.
We are aware that Exmoor Ponies are suitable, but were wondering about alternatives, particularly Irish
breeds.
Thanks.....
Gareth
Gareth Grindle
Conservation Designations and Protection
Environment & Heritage Service

Hi Gareth The profiles of 8 equine breeds (mostly ponies) are in GAP's Breed Profiles Handbook. A 9th one the Fell
pony has now been written and is available from the GAP Office. By copy to the GAP office I am asking them
to e-mail it to you.The profiles contain details on the attributes of each breed. Additional advice is povided on
using equines in conservation grazing on Page 13-15.
The BPH is available from English Nature's mail order company - Two Ten Tel: 0870 1214 177. englisnature@twoten.press.net Price £15 inc P&P.
The BPH also contains cattle, sheep and goat profiles.
Hope this helps.
John
John Bacon, GAP, Senior Land Manager, Land Management Unit, English Nature,

Dear Gareth
we are going through the same process at Dawlish Warren NNR in south Devon at the moment. We have just
got hold of some shetland ponies although like you we are aware that Exmoors are reportedly better grazers.
We will introduce them to the site next spring. The BPH which John Bacon recommends is excellent but I
found speaking directly with the people listed in it who graze using the various breeds the most useful of all.
Be interested to hear more about your site, and compare notes at some point
Good luck
Philip Chambers
Warden DW NNR

Hello All,
With regard to the selection of the best pony breeds for equine conservation grazing. Although EPIC tends to
encourage the use of our oldest British MM endangered breed, there are only minor differences in most of
our native breeds for the purposes of conservation grazing. Your Shetlands, Philip, I have no doubt, will be
excellent, as long as you have enough of them and can catch them when needs be.
What is important for a successful equine conservation grazing scheme, is to select good quality animals from
whatever breed. Those which are tough, healthy and 'good doers' and the sort of stock which will survive well
'on the hill' are likely to succeed and be sustainable.
Another factor to consider at the onset of any new grazing scheme, is the HANDLED STATUS of the pony.
This will have far more implications for management than breed difference. Is it a totally 'wildthing' (this refers
to state of mind only as there are legally no wild equines in the UK) or is it an animal which is tractable,
economic and safe for the handlers to deal with easily. There is a popular myth that animals which are

headcollarable and don't mind (too much) basic welfare procedures, somehow lose all herd behaviour
instincts and grazing intelligence. Absolutely untrue! An
Exmoor would be highly amused by such a notion!
As employees and managers it is increasingly important to not only consider the needs and management of
the site but the legal and social implications. The local community, the safety of the handlers, the welfare of
the animals on site are just a few issues, as well as the economic considerations. Unhandled ( uncooperative ponies) are a much more expensive proposition in the long run. Be prepared to erect a very strong
handling pen (£2000 plus) on each site which is grazed, and pay for a vet to sedate any animals needing
treatment.
The use of a dart-gun and the lethal drugs it fires is a very questionable 'routine' process especially on a
public site. A lost dart? Also have some really good insurance for those handling the ponies!
When the grazing scheme is over, have written into the costings, euthanasia and carcase disposal as a
precaution. At least £300 per animal. Animals won't necessarily be able to enter the foodchain or be rehomed
easily.
Handled native ponies, that will do really good job and give you fewer headaches are not that difficult to
access.
Also you are realistically more likely to find local volunteer support for their management amongst the local
community, which also has the benefit of raising wildlife awareness and involving people actively in the
process of conservation grazing. We know of one large southern WT who are working with an equine welfare
organisation very successfully for mutual benefit and have recently set up a scheme using rehabilitated
Dartmoor ponies, for example.
Margaret.
Exmoor Ponies in Conservation
PS Are Exmoors more resistant to laminitis than other breeds? I haven't heard of many cases.

